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	We wrote the first edition of this textbook in the firm belief that there was scope for a

	different approach to teaching students macroeconomics. This approach is one that

	pays great attention to real-world data and actual events and also reflects a belief that

	both economic models and current research could be made accessible to introductory

	students and would help explain how the global economy works.





	However convinced we may have been that such an approach was possible, writing

	the first edition was still something of an experiment. As economists, we never forget that

	the market is the ultimate arbiter of success. We have therefore been enormously reassured

	both by the sales and feedback that the first edition received. The global focus of

	the book was rewarded with a wide geographical distribution of sales; our blending of

	data, textbook models, and summaries of recent research meant the book has been

	adopted at the undergraduate level and even for Master’s and Ph.D. programs in economics

	as well as the MBA market for which it was originally designed. The use of contemporary

	data has also led to the book being adopted for economics courses in various

	government departments.
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Contemplative Studies and Hinduism: Meditation, Devotion, Prayer, and WorshipRoutledge, 2020

	
		This book is one of the first wide-ranging academic surveys of the major types and categories of Hindu contemplative praxis. It explores diverse spiritual and religious practices within the Hindu traditions and Indic hermeneutical perspectives to understand the intricate culture of meditative communion and contemplation, devotion,...
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IT Security Metrics: A Practical Framework for Measuring Security & Protecting DataMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Implement an Effective Security Metrics Project or Program


	IT Security Metrics provides a comprehensive approach to measuring risks, threats, operational activities, and the effectiveness of data protection in your organization. The book explains how to choose and design effective measurement strategies and addresses the...
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Rapid J2EE Development: An Adaptive Foundation for Enterprise ApplicationsPrentice Hall, 2005
Learn to accelerate J2EE development, from design through testing and beyond. 		Covers agile development, model-driven architecture, code generation, aspect-oriented programming, test-driven development, and much more. 		An essential resource for every J2EE developer, project leader, and manager. 		J2EE is today's premier platform for...
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Programming Microsoft  ASP.NET 2.0 Core ReferenceMicrosoft Press, 2005
Delve into the core topics for ASP.NET 2.0 programming, mastering the essential skills and capabilities needed to build high-performance Web applications successfully. Well-known ASP.NET author Dino Esposito deftly builds your expertise with Web forms, Microsoft Visual StudioÐ’®, core controls, master pages, data access, data binding, state...
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Professional Linux ProgrammingPeer Information Inc, 2000
By tapping the strengths of the open-source movement, developers can  write custom Linux software without spending a dime on licensing fees. Aimed at  the experienced C/C++ programmer, Professional Linux Programming provides  a wide-ranging and hands-on guide to the different pieces of the puzzle that are  required to program successfully...
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2600: The Hacker Quarterly, Summer 20022600 Magazine, 2002
2600: The Hacker Quarterly, Summer 2002:

2600: The Hacker Quarterly is a quarterly American publication that specializes in publishing technical information on a variety of subjects including telephone switching systems, Internet protocols and services, as well as...
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